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Abstract. This report is also about an example of the stabilization techniques developed by Shi-
rayanagi and Sweedler.
We previously used bracket coefficients to make an experiment of computing floating point Gr\"obner
bases. A bracket coefficient is like a circular interval from interval analysis which indicates a center and
a rad $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}$. Another experiment to make would be using rectangular intervals indicating lower and upper
bounds, which also play an important role in numerical approximation. We used Maple’s package written
by Connell and Corless for performing rectangular interval arithmetic in coefficients, in the course of
Buchberger’s algorithm, where we judge a rectangular interval as zero if it contains zero. We obtained
nice convergence, stability and speed as well as the bracket coefficient version.
5.1 Introduction
([4]) Buchberger’s algorithm ([2]) $[A, \alpha]$
$A$ $\alpha$ circular interval
rectangular interval Gr\"obner basis
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5.2 Interval Arithmetic
rectangular interval $[a_{1}, a_{2}]$ ( $a_{1},$ $a_{2}$ ) $\{x|a_{1}\leq x\leq a_{2}\}$
$([1])_{0}$
.
$[a_{1}, a_{2}]+[b_{1}, b_{2}]=[a_{1}+b_{1}, a_{2}+b_{2}]$
.
$[a_{1}, a_{2}]-[b_{1}, b_{2}]=[a_{1}-b_{2}, a_{2}-b_{1}]$
.
$[a_{1}, a_{2}] \cross[b_{1}, b_{2}]=[\min(a_{1}b_{1}, a_{1}b_{2}, a2b_{1}, a_{2}b_{2}), \max(a_{1}b_{1}, a_{1}b2, a2b_{1}, a2b_{2})]$
Maple VRelease 3([3]) Share Library intpak (by
Connell, A. &Corless, R. M) (
) intpak $-$ $(([a_{1}, a_{2}]X+$
$[b_{1}, b_{2}]y)2$ )
5.3 Zero Judgement &Supportwise Con-
vergence
Buchberger’s algorithm “ ”
[4] circular interval
$[A, \alpha]$ “ ” $\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{d}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}|A|\leq\alpha$
rectangular
$[a, b]$ “ ” $\Leftrightarrow 0\mathrm{d}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{f}\in[a, b]$
Supportwise Convergence
531. $\mu$ Buchberger’s algorithm $G^{\mu}$
exact ( ) $G$ $G^{\mu}$ $G$
–
39
$f= \sum$ $a_{\alpha}x^{\alpha}$ $\{x^{\beta}|a\rho\neq 0\}$
– }$\mathrm{c}$ [4] circular
rectangular
5.4 Results
Maple V Release 3 intpak Buchberger’s algorithm $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}-$
portwise Convegence $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{P}9000/735$ Total Degree Reverse
Lexicographic Order Pure Lexicographic Order Maple
$x>y>z$ $1\sim 10$
Sample 1










$[ \frac{\sqrt{2}e}{\pi}x^{3}y+(\sqrt{3}+\pi)xy+\frac{\sqrt{7}}{(e-\pi)},$ $\frac{(1-e\sqrt{3})}{e}\pi x^{2}y^{2}-(\sqrt{7}-e)xy+\frac{e}{\sqrt{11}}]$
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Sample 3 Sample 5 exact
Object Too Large ERROR 1 $e\text{ }\pi$
3 $0$
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